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Abstract
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ROMANTIC ICONOGRAPHY: 1HE V~
by Joe R. Christopher
for John Marlin Raines
Beyond a simple view to state and fix,
The Romancer writes in images complex;
Not even Dante's four-fold interpretation
Can answer everything on every question.
Why do the Mariners 'rise, in Coleridge's verse,
And work the ropes (despite their eyefilled curse)
If, after all, no angels move the ship,
But the Polar Spirit makes it quickly skip?

One level, though, is most our modem one,
Which Freud declaimed in analytic tongue:
I mean the hidden, sexual imagery
Which reinforces moods unconsciously.
Of greater stories' meanings, it's not the whole
(For genitals do not engulf the soul);
But still, within its limits, it catches truthAs Adam naked rose from reddish earth.
When Coleridge wrote, within his honeyed dream,
Of a "deep romantic chasm." 'neath cedam brim,
Is this not the vulva 'neath a pubic grove?
And the "woman waiting for her demon love"
Is but a hint of that lost ecstasy,
Which formed new life, which formed an entity.
Then Life, "the Sacred River," came to birth
From out that secret place, that selfsame earthBurst forth in chasm's longset labor pains,
As she "in fast thick pants" this birth complains.
(No need to trace the life this child shall try:
Its space beneath the "pleasure-dome," our sky;
And then, from war, descent to the "lifeless ocean,"
The darksome cavern: it is man's common portion.)
But ah! This orifice, this deep down place,
This sacred river valley, filled with graceIs it not Rivendell? Tolkien has caught
The yoni's image in his questing plot:
'The cloven vale" surrounded by high moors,
And to the east the huge and misty tors,
Hith Aiglin; and through Imladris, Bruinen flows,
I<amingul's guest which every mist bestows'Thin silver mists" which melt like morning dew
Across the terraces of stonework true.
Yes, there in deep Imladris, Elrond dwells,
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His home huge built, his fellowship of elves.
Elrond!-most curious, that a male should rule
Over the open valley, uncovered vule;
Most curious, that the virile elf s demesne
Should be vallecula and rushing stream.
In fact, it's just as curious, as wondrous odd,
As if a woman dwelt within a rod.
In Hawthomes's tale is Hilda's holy tower,
Where loving peace and order are her dower;
The New England spinster keeps the Virgin's shine,
And lights the lamp that should before it shine,
Where doves (their Venus' sacredness forgot)
Circle and come to her who loves their lot.
As Donatello-a satyr! (more softly, a faun)Here innocently capers on the lawn,
So Freud would not claim this tower as it's disguised:
For here the tall phallus is feminized.
(Match me such marvel save as poets write:
A female superego's lingamic height.
A conscience! so she must vanish for a time
That two-the blood stained partners in a crimeMay have a happy moment, before the grate
Is closed upon him, the crime to expiate,
And Hilda reappears on a balcony,
Above the mortal street of frolic gleeFor license appears whenever conscience' gone.
Yes, Hilda will battle till the moral's won.)
But still, her tower is dreamwork's phallic sign,
Just as Lothlorien's trees-the same design.
Each mallom rises straightly, firm and strong,
Until the trunk divides into a crown;
And there, within that head, the talan's built,
Where have the silvan elves, Galadrim, dweltAy, for long ages the mellym's boles have held
The telain, until the ages of elves is quelled:
The tallest mellym, of gray or silver bark,
In summer, leaving green; nor winter stark,
But those leaves all turned from green to gold,
A richness whispering strongly against the cold.
The silver bark, the golden leaves-how rare
The realm of sylvan elves, how gorgeously fair!
The realm, however, is ruled by Galadriel-

not in name, yet essentially in all,
For Celebom the King, unvirile vir,
Uxoriously'so' er-ruled and guided there.
He's silver haired and handsome,but not strong,
When all the golden hairs to her belong.
And thus Tolkien has writ, as Hawthorne wrote,
Of a saintly female's rule (worth Freudian note)
Upon a tower,or trunk, of stalwart heightA lingam there controlled by woman's might.
If

No man's high trees-alas, female and male!
The proper roles are lost!
I wonder yetAlthough they fade, although their glories set,
'Though many elves will cross the sundering sea,
They live with quiet peace, so graciously:
Perhaps the balancein the psyche's role
Was meant by Tolkien'sart to fill the whole?

My teacher in such symbol's hidden lore
Exclaimed once: ''No wonder the elves fade more
and more,
Theirrulerships reversed: no woman's vale,

QUATRINA: DRAB VS. GOLDEN
by Joe R. Christopher
Although my verse, my spoken verse, is Drab,
and does not move its hearers with its song,
consider yet the grey-coat mockingbirdthat from that Drabness comes a sound of Gold.
'The analogy" (you state) "is poor, not Gold,
equating nought to sound while verse to bird:
what though the Mimus Polyglottos' Drab,
in grey and white?-not so, its verse, its song."
All right, my verse is speech and is not song;
a silver wit, at best, pervades its Drabfar better that than with a throat of Gold
before Greek emperor a metal bird!
'That's true" (you say): "why hate the living bird
and dream of artificial forms of Gold?but, better yet, the substance of your song
consider: a moral theme can style its Drab,
"as Koine's Drab reveals the highest song:
the incarnate bird which sings of realms of Gold."
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